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From: Google Alerts [mailto:googlealerts-noreply@google.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2011 10:01 AM  
To: Carol Bannen  
Subject: Google Alert - wisconsin redistricting

News  
5 new results for wisconsin redistricting

**Redistricting Journal: Dems, GOP fighting to a draw**  
CBS News  
In addition, legal challenges are a strong possibility in Illinois, Michigan, North Carolina and **Wisconsin**, and can't be ruled out in other states. The North Carolina map, which is likely to produce a four seat GOP windfall, must await Justice ...  
See all stories on this topic »

**John Nichols: Targeting Jorgensen and Jefferson County**  
Capital Times  
No matter where he runs, Jorgensen will have to re-establish himself after having his district chopped up in the most partisan **redistricting** process ever seen in **Wisconsin**. Few legislators will face a longer or tougher haul. But just to make sure that ...  
See all stories on this topic »

**Afternoon Fix: Wisconsin Democrats tout recall polls**  
Washington Post (blog)  
**Redistricting** could change the borders, but Inslee's seat will probably stay Democratic. * Mitt Romney, who has been keeping a pretty low profile, will pick up the pace in August. The former Massachusetts governor plans to hold seven town hall events ...  
See all stories on this topic »

1/9/2012
Rep. Marko Liias running for Congress
Seattle Post Intelligencer (blog)
In Washington, the state redistricting commission must complete its work of carving out a new 10th Congressional District in the Evergreen State. One likely locale, embracing suburbs east of Lake Washington, means a reconfigured 1st District ...
See all stories on this topic »

Marta Mossburg Alternative strategies
Frederick News Post (subscription)
And if Democrats behave as expected in the redistricting process, it will be even more difficult to restore fiscal sanity to the once Free(er) State. If spending less is off the table, legislators need to think "big" to remedy projected $1 billion-plus ...
See all stories on this topic »
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